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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an n X n matrix with complex entries. A necessary and sufficient 
condition is established for the existence of a Hermitian solution H to the equations 
AH+HA*=HA+A*H=I. 
In [3,4] Olga Taussky studied the equation 
AG+GA*=I, (1) 
where A is a square complex matrix and a Hermitian solution G is sought. In 
the first remark in [3] she suggests that the case of common solutions to the 
equations 
AH+HA*=HA+A*H=I (2) 
could be of interest. Such a study was initiated in [l], where it was shown a 
solution of (2) with A stable exists if and only if A is normal. Recall that A is 
stable if all its eigenvalues have positive real parts. In general the inertia of A 
is the triple InA = (7~, ~,8), where 7, v, and S are the numbers of eigenvalues 
of A having positive, negative, and zero real parts respectively (cf. [2]). 
DEFINITION. An n x n complex matrix A = (aJ is said to be of class $6 if 
and only if 
(i) Reaii#O, i=l, 2 ,..., n; 
(ii) for i + i, if Rea,, = Reaii, then aji = - iii; if Rea,, = - Reaii, then 
aii=lii; and if jReai,]#(Reaji], then uii=aj,=O. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A be un n X n complex matrix with In A = (T, u,O), 
T + v = n. The equations (2) have a common Hermitian solution H if and 
only if A is unitarily similar to a matrix of class 9. 
Proof. Let A be unitarily similar to a matrix of class 91. We may in fact 
assume A is of class $?I . Define H = (hii) by hii = 0 for i # j and hii = 
(2 Rea,,)- ‘. The diagonal elements in AH + HA* are 
For i# j the element in position (i,i) of AH + HA* is 
aii hii + hii ~7~~. 
If hii = hii, then aii = - $. If hii = - hii, then aii= $. If Ihji( z Ihiil, then 
aii = aji = 0. In all three cases the sum is zero, and so AH + HA* = I. A similar 
analysis shows that HA + A* H = 1. 
Conversely, assume there is a Hermitian solution H of (2). By the main 
inertia theorem of [2] we have InH =InA. Let U be a unitary matrix such 
that G= U*HU=diag (gr ,..., g,) with g, ,..., g, positive and g,,+r ,,.., g, 
negative. Put B = U*AU = (bit). Then (2) becomes 
BG+GB*=GB-t-B*G=I. (3) 
Then we have the system of equations 
b,g, + &g, = Sii, 
where $ is Kronecker’s delta. It is clear that gi = (2RebJ’. If D is the 
diagonal of B, then G = f D -I, and so if B = D + S, then (3) becomes 
=(;D-l)(~+s)D+D(z-s)(;D-‘)=I, (4) 
where S* = - S. Equation (4) simplifies to 
D-‘SD-DSD-‘=O. (5) 
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From (5) we see that for i # i either sii = 0 or di- ‘di = + 1. Also (5) shows that 
D - ‘SD is skew-Hermitian. Thus if d, = di then hii = siidi = - $,di = - S,,d, = 
- b.., while if di = - di, then bii = siidi = - $di = Slidi = hi. Therefore, B is of 
clas! 93 . a 
THEOREM 2. Let In A = (7~, Y, 0), r+ Y = n. Then the equations (2) have (I 
Hermitian solution H such that A mad H are simultaneously unitar-ily 
triangulahle if and only if A is normal. 
Proof. If A is normal, the result is clear. Conversely, if such an H exists, 
then the unitary reduction actually carries H to diagonal form. Thus we may 
assume that A is upper triangular and H = diag (h,, . . . , h,) is diagonal. Since 
InH= InA, no hi is zero. We may rewrite the equations (2) as 
AH-HA=A*H-HA*=I-HA-HA*=l-H(A+A*). 
Let i < 1. Equating the elements in position (i, j) in the three matrices we 
have 
ajihi- aiihi =0= - hiaii. 
However, hi #O, so aif = 0. Thus A is normal. 
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